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4 O S C I LL AT I O NS A ND WAVE S Introduction All motion is either periodic or non-periodic. In periodic motion an object repeats its pattern of motion at fixed intervals of time: it is regular and repeated. Wave motion is also periodic and



there are many similarities between oscillations and waves; in this topic we will consider the common features but also see that there are differences.



4.1 Oscillations 2.1 Motion Understanding ➔ Simple harmonic oscillations ➔ Time period, frequency, amplitude,



displacement, and phase difference ➔ Conditions for simple harmonic motion



Applications and skills ➔ Qualitatively describing the energy changes



taking place during one cycle of an oscillation ➔ Sketching and interpreting graphs of simple harmonic motion examples



Equations



➔ Period-frequency relationship: T = ___1f



➔ Proportionality between acceleration and



displacement: a ∝ – x



Nature of science Oscillations in nature Naturally occurring oscillations are very common, although they are often enormously complex. When analysed in detail, using a slow-motion camera, a hummingbird can be seen to flap its wings at a frequency of around 20 beats per second as it hovers, drinking nectar. Electrocardiographs are used to monitor heartbeats as hearts pulsate, pushing blood around our bodies at about one per second when we are resting and maybe two or three times this rate as we exert ourselves. Stroboscopes can be used to freeze the motion in engines and motors where periodic motion is essential, but too strong vibrations can be potentially very destructive. The practical techniques that have been developed combined with the mathematical modelling that is used to interpret oscillations



▲ Figure 1 Hummingbird hovering over flower.



are very powerful tools; they can help us to understand and make predictions about many natural phenomena.
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Isochronous oscillations



▲ Figure 2 Pocket watch under strobe light.



A very common type of oscillation is known as isochronous (taking the same time). These are oscillations that repeat in the same time period, maintaining this constant time property no matter what amplitude changes due to damping occur. It is the isochronicity of oscillations such as that of a simple pendulum that has made the pendulum such an important element of the clock. If we use a stroboscope (or strobe) we can freeze an isochronous oscillation so that it appears to be stationary; the strobe is made to flash at a regular interval, which can be matched to the oscillation. If the frequency of the strobe matches that of the oscillating object then, when the object is in a certain position, the strobe flashes and illuminates it. It is then dark while the object completes an oscillation and returns to the same position when the strobe flashes again. In this way the object appears motionless. The lowest frequency of the strobe that gives the object the appearance of being static will be the frequency of the object. If you now double the strobe frequency the object appears to be in two places. Figure 2 shows a swinging pocket watch which is illuminated with strobe light at 4 Hz, so the time interval between the images is 0.25 s. The watch speeds up in the middle and slows down at the edges of the oscillation.



Describing periodic motion The graph in figure 3 is an electrocardiograph display showing the rhythm of the heart of a healthy 48-year-old male pulsing at 65 beats per minute. The pattern repeats regularly with the repeated pattern being called the cycle of the motion. The time duration of the cycle is called the time period or the period (T) of the motion. Thus, a person with a pulse of 65 beats per minute has an average heartbeat period of 0.92 s.



A



▲ Figure 3 Normal adult male heart rhythm.



Let us now compare the pattern of figure 3 with that of figure 4, which is a data-logged graph of a loaded spring. The apparatus used for the datalogging is shown in figure 5 and the techniques discussed in the Investigate! section on p117. The graph for the loaded spring is a more straightforward example of periodic motion, obtained as the mass suspended on a spring oscillates up and down, above and below its normal rest position. There are just over 12 complete oscillations occurring in 20 seconds giving a period of approximately 1.7 s. Although the two graphs are very different the period is calculated in the same way. As the mass passes its rest or equilibrium position its displacement (x) is zero. We have seen in Topics 1 and 2 that displacement is a vector
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distance/m



x vs t − centre zero 0.25 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 0 −0.05 −0.10 −0.15 −0.20 −0.25



10 seconds



20 seconds



retort stand time



▲ Figure 4 Loaded spring.



quantity and, therefore, must have a direction. In this case, since the motion is linear or one dimensional, it is sufficient to specify the direction as simply being positive or negative. The choice of whether above or below the rest position is positive is arbitrary but, once decided, this must be used consistently. In the graph of figure 4 the data logger has been triggered to start as the mass passes through the rest position. In this case positive displacements are above the rest position – so the mass is moving downwards when timing is started. The maximum value of the displacement is called the amplitude (x0). In the case of the loaded spring the amplitude is a little smaller than 0.25 m. It is much more difficult to measure the amplitude for the heart rhythm (figure 3) because of determining the rest position – additionally with no calibration of the scale it is impossible to give any absolute values. The amplitude is marked as A which is approximately 3 cm on this scale. The frequency (f ) of an oscillation is the number of oscillations completed per unit time. When the time is in seconds the frequency will be in hertz (Hz). Scientists and engineers regularly deal with high frequencies and so kHz, MHz, and GHz are commonly seen. The vibrations producing sound waves range from about 20 Hz to 20 kHz while radio waves range from about 100 kHz to 100 MHz. With frequency being the number of oscillations per second and period the time for one oscillation you may have already spotted the relationship between these two quantities: 1 T=_ f



spring



clamp rigid card always more than 25 cm above motion sensor motion sensor mesh guard



▲ Figure 5 Data logger arrangement.



Worked example A child’s swing oscillates simple harmonically with a period of 3.2 s. What is the frequency of the swing?



Solution



1 so f = _ 1 T=_ T f 1 = 0.31 Hz =_ 3.2



Investigate! In this investigation, a motion sensor is used to monitor the position of a mass suspended from the end of a long spring. The data logger software processes the data to produce a graph showing the variation of displacement with time. The apparatus is arranged as shown in figure 5 with the spring having a period of at least 1 second.



● ●



●



The apparatus is set up as shown above. The mass is put into oscillation by displacing and releasing it. The details of the data logger will determine the setting values but data loggers can usually be triggered to start reading at a given displacement value.
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●



●



Motion sensors use ultrasound, so reflections from surroundings should be avoided.



●



Similar investigations can be performed with other oscillations.



The software can normally be used to plot graphs of velocity and acceleration (in addition to displacement) against time.



Nature of Science “Simple” for physicists “Simple” does not mean “easy” in the context of physics! In fact, mathematically (as discussed in Sub-topic 9.1) simple harmonic motion (SHM) is not “simple”. Simple may be better thought of as simplified in that we make life easier for ourselves by either limiting or ignoring some of the forces that act on a body. A simple pendulum consists of a mass suspended from a string. In dealing with the simple



pendulum the frictional forces acting on it (air resistance and friction between the string and the suspension) and the fact that the mass will slightly stretch the string are ignored without having any disastrous effect on the equations produced. It also means that smooth graphs are produced, such as for the loaded spring.



Simple harmonic motion We saw that the graph produced by the mass oscillating on the spring was much less complex than the output of a human heart. The mass is said to be undergoing simple harmonic motion or SHM. In order to perform SHM an object must have a restoring force acting on it. ●



●



The magnitude of the force (and therefore the acceleration) is proportional to the displacement of the body from a fixed point. The direction of the force (and therefore the acceleration) is always towards that fixed point.



Focusing on the loaded spring, the “fixed point” in the above definition is the equilibrium position of the mass – where it was before it was pulled down. The forces acting on the mass are the tension in the spring and the pull of gravity (the weight). In the equilibrium position the tension will equal the weight but above the equilibrium the tension will be less and the weight will pull the mass downward; below the equilibrium position the tension will be greater than the weight and this will tend to pull the mass upwards. The difference between the tension and the weight provides the restoring force – the one that tends to return the mass to its equilibrium position. We can express the relationship between acceleration a and displacement x as: a∝–x which is equivalent to a = – kx This equation makes sense if we think about the loaded spring. When the spring is stretched further the displacement increases and the tension
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increases. Because force = mass × acceleration, increasing the force increases the acceleration. The same thing applies when the mass is raised but, in this case, the tension decreases, meaning that the weight dominates and again the acceleration will increase. So although we cannot prove the proportionality (which we leave for HL) the relationship makes sense. The minus sign is explained by the second bullet point “the acceleration is always in the opposite direction to the displacement”. So choosing upwards as positive when the mass is above the equilibrium position, the acceleration will be downwards (negative). When the mass is below the equilibrium position (negative), the (net) force and acceleration are upwards (positive). The force decelerates the mass as it goes up and then accelerates it downwards after it stopped. Figure 6 is a graph of a against x. We can see that a = – kx. takes the form y = mx + c with the gradient being a negative constant.



a



0 0



x



▲ Figure 6 Acceleration–displacement graph.



Graphing SHM From Topic 2 we know that the gradient of a displacement–time graph gives the velocity and the gradient of the velocity–time graph gives the acceleration at any given time. This remains true for any motion. Let’s look at the displacement graph for a typical SHM. In figure 7 the graph is a sine curve (but if we chose to start measuring the displacement from any other time it could just as easily be a cosine, or a negative sine, or any other sinusoidally shaped graph). If we want to find the velocity at any particular time we simply need to find the gradient of the displacement–time graph at that time. With a curved graph we must draw a tangent to the curve (at our chosen time) in order to find a gradient. The blue tangent at 0 s has a gradient of +2.0 cm s–1, which gives the maximum velocity (this is the steepest tangent and so we see the velocity is a maximum at this time). Looking at the gradient at around 1.6 s or 4.7 s and you will see from the symmetry that it will give a velocity of –2.0 cm s−1, in other words it will be the minimum velocity (i.e. the biggest negative velocity). At around 0.8, 2.4, 3.9, and 5.5 s the gradient is zero so the velocity is zero. 2 1.5 1
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−1 −1.5 −2



▲ Figure 7 The displacement graph for a typical SHM.
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In many situations it is helpful to think about the magnitude of the velocity i. e. speed. For SHM organize a table for an object oscillating between +A and -A. In your table show where the magnitudes of the position, velocity, acceleration and force are (a) zero and (b) maximum. Once you have done that mark in the directions of these these vectors at +A, -A and zero. By doing this you should be thinking physics before algebra.



Using these values you will see that, overall, the velocity is going to change as shown in figure 8(b); it is a cosine graph in this instance. You may remember that the gradient of the velocity–time graph gives the acceleration and so if we repeat what we did for displacement to velocity, we get figure 8(c) for the acceleration graph. You will notice that this is a reflection of the displacement–time graph in the time axis i.e. a negative sine curve. This should be no surprise, since from our definition of simple harmonic motion we expect the acceleration to be a negative constant multiplied by the displacement. (a)



1.0 0.5
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Directions with SHM
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1.0 0
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2



3 t/s
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▲ Figure 8 The variation with time of displacement, velocity, and acceleration.
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Solution



1



x



On a sheet of graph paper sketch two cycles of the displacement–time (x - t) relationship for a simple pendulum. Assume that its displacement is a maximum at time 0 seconds. Mark on the graph a time for which the velocity is maximum (labeled A), a time for which the velocity is zero (labeled B) and a time for which the acceleration is a maximum (labeled C).



A



B



C t
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Note r This is a sketch graph so no units are needed – they are arbitrary. r A, B, and C are each labelled on the time axis – as this is what the question asks. r There are just two cycles (two complete periods) marked – since this is what the question asks. r A is where the gradient of the displacement–time graph is a maximum. r B is where the gradient of the displacement– time graph is a zero. r C is where the displacement is a minimum – because a = –kx this means that the acceleration will be a maximum. 2



The equation defining simple harmonic motion is a = –kx.



b) Two similar systems oscillate with simple harmonic motion. The constant for system S1 is k, while that for system S2 is 4k. Explain the difference between the oscillations of the two systems.



Solution a) Rearranging the equation we obtain a k = –_ x Substituting the units for the quantities gives ms–2 –2 unit of k = – ____ m =s So the units of k are s–2 or per second squared – this is the same as frequency squared (and could be written as Hz2). b) Referring to the solution to (a) we can see that for S2 the square of the frequency would be 4 __ times that of S1. This means that S2 has √ 4 or twice the frequency (or half the period) of S. That is the difference.



a) What are the units of the constant k?



Phase and phase difference Referring back to figures 8 a, b, and c we can see that there is a big similarity in how the shapes of the displacement, velocity, and acceleration graphs change with time. The three graphs are all sinusoidal – they take the same shape as a sine curve. The difference between them is that the graphs all start at different points on the sine curve and continue like this. The graphs are said to have a phase difference. When timing an oscillation it really doesn’t matter when we start timing – we could choose to start at the extremes of the oscillation or the middle. In doing this the shape of the displacement graph would not change but would look like the velocity graph (quarter of a period later) or acceleration graph (half a period later). From this we can see that the phase difference between the displacement–time graph and the velocity–time graph is equivalent to quarter of a period or __T4 (we could say that velocity leads displacement by quarter of a period). The phase difference between the displacement–time graph and the acceleration–time graph is equivalent to half a period or __T2 (we could say that acceleration leads displacement by half a period or that displacement leads acceleration by half a period – it makes no difference which). Although we have discussed phase difference in term of periods here, it is more common to use angles. However, transferring between period and angle is not difficult: Period T is equivalent to 360° or 2π radians, so __T2 is equivalent to 180° or π radians



π radians. and __T4 is equivalent to 90° or __ 2



When the phase difference is 0 or T then two systems are said to be oscillating in phase.
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Worked example 1



b) The period (2.0 s) is equivalent to 2π radians, so taking ratios:



Calculate the phase difference between the two displacement–time graphs shown in figure 9. Give your answers in a) seconds b) radians c) degrees.



0.25 2.0 ___ = ____ (where ϕ is the phase difference in 2π ϕ



radians)



2.5



This gives a value for ϕ of 0.79 radian.



2.0



displacement/cm



1.5



c) The period (2.0 s) is equivalent to 360°, so taking ratios:



1.0 0.5 0.0 −0.5



0.0



1.0



−1.0



2.0 time/s



3.0



4.0



2.0 0.25 ___ = ____ (where ϕ is the phase difference in 360 ϕ



degrees)



5.0



This gives a value for ϕ of 45°.
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2.0



−2.5 displacement/cm
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2.5 2.0
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0.0 −0.5
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1.5



0.25 s
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▲ Figure 9



Solution a) It can be seen from either graph that the period is 2.0 s. Drawing vertical lines through the peaks of the two curves shows the phase difference. This appears to be between 0.25–0.26 s so we will go with (0.25 ± 0.01) s.



displacement/cm



−2.0



1.0 0.5 0.0 −0.5



time/s 0.0
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3.0
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▲ Figure 10



Energy changes in SHM Let’s think of the motion of the simple pendulum of figure 11 as an example of a system which undergoes simple harmonic motion. For a pendulum to oscillate simple harmonically the string needs to be long and to make small angle swings (less than 10°). The diagram is, therefore, not drawn to scale. Let’s imagine that the bob just brushes along the ground when it is at its lowest position. When the bob is pulled to position A, it is at its highest point and has a maximum gravitational potential energy
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(GPE). As the bob passes through the rest position B, it loses all the GPE and gains a maximum kinetic energy (KE). The bob now starts to slow down and move towards position C when it briefly stops, having regained all its GPE. In between A and B and between B and C the bob has a combination of KE and GPE. In a damped system over a long period of time the maximum height of the bob and its maximum speed will gradually decay. The energy gradually transfers into the internal energy of the bob and the air around it. Damping will be discussed in Option B.4.



O point of suspension string GPE(max) = mgh KE = 0



GPE(max) = mgh KE = 0 bob C h



A



h ground



B GPE = 0 KE = maximum



▲ Figure 11 simple pendulum.



4.2 Travelling waves Understanding ➔ Travelling waves ➔ Wavelength, frequency, period, and wave speed ➔ Transverse and longitudinal waves ➔ The nature of electromagnetic waves ➔ The nature of sound waves



Applications and skills ➔ Explaining the motion of particles of a medium



when a wave passes through it for both transverse and longitudinal cases ➔ Sketching and interpreting displacement – distance graphs and displacement – time graphs for transverse and longitudinal waves ➔ Solving problems involving wave speed, frequency, and wavelength ➔ Investigating the speed of sound experimentally



Equation ➔ The wave equation: c = fλ



Nature of science Patterns and trends in physics One of the aspects of waves that makes it an interesting topic is that there are so many similarities with just enough twists to make a physicist think. Transverse waves have many similarities to longitudinal waves, but there are equally many differences. An electromagnetic wave requires no medium through which to travel, but a mechanical



wave such a sound does need a medium to carry it; yet the intensity of each depends upon the square of the amplitude and the two waves use the same wave equation. Physicists enjoy patterns but at the same time they enjoy the places where patterns and trends change – the similarities give confidence but the differences can be thought-provoking.
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Introduction When you consider waves you probably immediately think of the ripples on the surface of a lake or the sea. It may be difficult to think of many examples of waves, but this topic is integral to our ability to communicate and, since life on Earth is dependent on the radiation that arrives from the Sun, humankind could not exist without waves. Waves are of two fundamental types: ●



▲ Figure 1 Ripples spreading out from a stone thrown into a pond.



●



mechanical waves, which require a material medium through which to travel electromagnetic waves, which can travel through a vacuum.



Both types of wave motion can be treated analytically by equations of the same form. Wave motion occurs in several branches of physics and an understanding of the general principles underlying their behaviour is very important. Modelling waves can help us to understand the properties of light, radio, sound ... even aspects of the behaviour of electrons.



Travelling waves Figure 2 shows a slinky spring being used to demonstrate some of the properties of travelling waves.



▲ Figure 2 Slinky spring being used to demonstrate travelling waves. fixed end



(a)



end free to move



(b)



▲ Figure 3 Reflection of wave pulses.
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With one end of the stretched spring fixed (as in figure 3(a)), moving the other end sharply upwards will send a pulse along the spring. The pulse can be seen to travel along the spring until it reaches the fixed end; then it reflects and returns along the spring. On reflection the pulse changes sides and what was an upward pulse becomes a downwards pulse. The pulse has undergone a phase change of 180° or π radians on reflection. When the end that was fixed is allowed to move there is no phase change on reflection as shown in figure 3(b) and the pulse travels back on the same side that it went out.



Note You should discuss with fellow students how Newton’s second and third laws of motion apply to the motion of the far end of the spring. Observing the motion of a slinky can give much insight into the movement of travelling waves. To help focus on the motion of the spring, it is useful if one of the slinky coils is painted to make it stand out from the others. The coils are being used to model the particles of the medium through which the wave travels – they could be air or water molecules. If a table tennis ball is placed beside the spring, it shoots off at right angles to the direction of the wave pulse. This shows that this is a transverse wave pulse – the direction of the pulse being perpendicular to the direction in which the pulse travels along the slinky. When the slinky is vibrated continuously from side to side a transverse wave is sent along the spring as shown in figure 4 overleaf.



4.2 TRAVELLING WAVE S



▲ Figure 4 Transverse waves on a slinky spring.



From observing the wave on the spring and water waves on a pond we can draw the following conclusions: t



A wave is initiated by a vibrating object (the source) and it travels away from the object.



t



The particles of the medium vibrate about their rest position at the same frequency as the source.



t



The wave transfers energy from one place to another.



A slinky can generate a different type of wave called a longitudinal wave. In this case the free end of a slinky must be vibrated back and forth, rather than from side to side. As a result of this the coils of the spring will vibrate about their rest position and energy will travel along the spring in a direction parallel to that of the spring’s vibration as shown in figure 5.



rarefaction



compression



▲ Figure 5 Longitudinal waves on a slinky spring.



Describing waves When we describe wave properties we need specialist vocabulary to help us: t



Wavelength λ is the shortest distance between two points that are in phase on a wave, i.e. two consecutive crests or two consecutive troughs.



t



Frequency f is the number of vibrations per second performed by the source of the waves and so is equivalent to the number of crests passing a fixed point per second.



t



Period T is the time that it takes for one complete wavelength to pass a fixed point or for a particle to undergo one complete oscillation.



t Amplitude A is the maximum displacement of a wave from its rest position. These definitions must be learned, but it is often easier to describe waves graphically. There are two types of graph that are generally used when describing waves: displacement–distance and displacement–time graphs. Such graphs are applicable to every type of wave.
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●



●



the displacement of the water surface from its normal flat position for water waves the displacement of air molecules from their normal position for sound waves the value of the electric field strength vector for electromagnetic waves.



Displacement–distance graphs This type of graph is sometimes called a wave profile and represents the displacement of many wave particles at a particular instant of time. On figure 6 the two axes are perpendicular but, in reality, this is only the case when we describe transverse waves (when the graph looks like a photograph of the wave taken at a particular instant). For longitudinal waves the actual displacement and distance are parallel. Figure 7 shows how the particles of the medium are displaced from the equilibrium position when the longitudinal wave travels through the medium forming a series of compressions (where the particles are more bunched up than normal) and rarefactions (where the particles are more spread out than normal). In this case the particles that are displaced to the left of their equilibrium position are given a negative displacement, while those to the right are allocated a positive displacement.
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▲ Figure 6 Transverse wave profile. 1 cm



equilibrium position with no wave position of particles with wave
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▲ Figure 7 Longitudinal wave profile.
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It is very easy to read the amplitude and wavelength directly from a displacement–time graph. For the longitudinal wave the wavelength is both the crest-to-crest distance and the distance between two consecutive compressions or rarefactions. Using a sequence of displacement–distance graphs can provide a good understanding of how the position of an individual particle changes with time in both transverse and longitudinal waves (figure 8). On this diagram the wave profile is shown at a quarter period ( __T4 ) intervals; diagrams like this are very useful in spotting the phase difference between the particles. P and Q are in anti-phase here (i.e. 180° or π π radians out of phase) and Q leading R by 90° or __ radians. You may wish 2 to consider the phase difference between P and R. displacement/cm 0.5 t= 0
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▲ Figure 8 Sequence of displacement-distance graphs at ___4T time intervals.
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Displacement–time graphs A displacement–time graph describes the displacement of one particle at a certain position during a continuous range of times. Figure 9 shows the variation with time of the displacement of a single particle. Each particle along the wave will undergo this change (although with phase difference between individual particles). displacement/cm 0.5



Note It is common to confuse displacement–distance graphs (where crest-to-crest gives the wavelength) with displacement–time graphs (where crest-to-crest gives the period).



0 −0.5



T 2



T



2T time/s



3T 2



▲ Figure 9 Displacement–time graphs.



This graph makes it is very easy to spot the period and the amplitude of the wave.



The wave equation When a source of a wave undergoes one complete oscillation the wave it produces moves forward by one wavelength (λ). Since there are f oscillations per second, the wave progresses by f λ during this time and, therefore, the velocity (c) of the wave is given by c = f λ. With f in hertz and λ in metres, c will have units of hertz metres or (more usually) metres per second. You do need to learn this derivation and it is probably the easiest that you will come across in IB Physics.



Worked example



directions of wave travel



The diagram below represents the direction of oscillation of a disturbance that gives rise to a wave. M



a) Draw two copies of the diagram and add arrows to show the direction of wave energy transfer to illustrate the difference between (i) a transverse wave and (ii) a longitudinal wave. b) A wave travels along a stretched string. The diagram to the right shows the variation with distance along the string of the displacement of the string at a particular instant in time. A small marker is attached to the string at the point labelled M. The undisturbed position of the string is shown as a dotted line.
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On a copy of the diagram: (i) Draw an arrow to indicate the direction in which the marker is moving. (ii) Indicate, with the letter A, the amplitude of the wave.



4.2 TRAVELLING WAVE S



(iii) Indicate, with the letter λ, the wavelength of the wave.



b)



(iv) Draw the displacement of the string a time T/4 later, where T is the period of oscillation of the wave.



direction of wave



crest



λ A M



(v) Indicate, with the letter N, the new position of the marker.



A



c) The wavelength of the wave is 5.0 cm and its speed is 10 cm s–1. N



Determine: (i) the frequency of the wave



(i) With the wave travelling to the left, the trough shown will move to the left and that must mean that M moves downwards.



(ii) how far the wave has moved in a quarter of a period.



Solution



(ii) The amplitude (A) is the height of a crest or depth of a trough.



a) (i) The energy in a transverse wave travels in a direction perpendicular to the direction of vibration of the medium:



(iii) The wavelength (λ) is the distance equivalent to crest to next crest or trough to next trough. (iv) In quarter of a period the wave will have moved quarter of a wavelength to the left (broken line curve).



direction of energy direction of vibration



(ii) The energy in a longitudinal wave travels in a direction parallel to the direction of vibration of the medium: direction of energy



trough



(v) After quarter of a period the marker is now at the position of the trough (N). c 10 c) (i) f = __ = __ = 2.0 Hz (since both 5 λ wavelength and speed are in cm, there is no need to convert the units)



(ii) T = __1f = 0.5 s



direction of vibration



Because the wave moves at a constant speed T = 10 × 0.125 = 1.25 cm s = ct = c _ 4



Investigate! Measuring the speed of sound



●



Here are two of the many ways of measuring the speed of sound in free air (i.e. not trapped in a tube).



●



Method one – using a fast timer



●



This is a very simple method of measuring the speed of sound: ●



Two microphones are connected to a fast timer (one which can measure the nearest millisecond or even microsecond).



●



The first microphone triggers the timer to start. The second microphone triggers the time to stop. When the hammer is made to strike the plate the sound wave travels to the two microphones triggering the nearer microphone first and the further microphone second. By separating the microphones by 1 m, the time delay is around 3.2 ms.
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2nd microphone



fast timer 1st microphone



hammer



metre ruler plate



▲ Figure 10 Fast timer method for the speed of sound. ●



●



●



This gives a value for the speed of sound to be 1.0 c = _st = _______ ≈ 310 m s–1 3.2 × 10–3 This should be repeated a few times and an average value obtained. You might think about how you could develop this experiment to measure the speed of sound in different media. Sound travels faster in solids and liquids than in gases – can you think why this should be the case? If the temperature in your country varies significantly over the year you might try to perform the experiment in a hot or cold corridor and compare your results.



●



●



●



●



●



Method two – using a double beam oscilloscope ● ●



Connect two microphones to the inputs of a double-beam oscilloscope (figure 11).



Connect a signal generator to a loudspeaker and set the frequency to between 500 Hz and 2.0 kHz. One of the microphones needs to be close to the loudspeaker, with the second a metre or so further away. Compare the two traces as you move the second microphone back and forth in line with the first microphone and the speaker. Use a ruler to measure the distance that you need to move the second microphone for the traces to change from being in phase to changing to antiphase and then back in phase again. The distance moved between the microphones being in consecutive phases will be the wavelength of the wave. The speed is then found by multiplying the wavelength by the frequency shown on the signal generator. oscilloscope



signal generator



loudspeaker microphones



upper trace shifted horizontally to align with lower trace



▲ Figure 11 Double beam oscilloscope method for the speed of sound.



Nature of Science Analogies can slow down progress You may have seen a demonstration, called the “bell jar” experiment, to show that sound needs a material medium through which to travel.
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An electric bell is suspended from the mouth of a sealed bell jar and set ringing (figure 12). A vacuum pump is used to evacuate the jar. When



4.2 TRAVELLING WAVE S



there is no longer any air present in the jar, no sound can be heard. This experiment was first performed by Robert Boyle in 1660 although, long before this time, the Ancient Greeks understood that sound needed something to travel through. The first measurements of the speed of sound were made over four hundred years ago. These experiments were based on measuring the time delay either between a sound being produced and its echo reflecting from a distant surface or between seeing the flash of a cannon when fired and hearing the bang. From the middle to the end of the seventeenth century physicists such as Robert Hooke and Christiaan Huygens proposed a wave theory of light. In line with the model for sound, Huygens suggested that light was carried by



a medium called the luminiferous ether. It was not until 1887, when Michelson and Morley devised an experiment in an attempt to detect the ether wind, that people began to realize that electromagnetic waves were very different from sound waves.



electric bell



to vacuum pump



▲ Figure 12 The bell jar experiment.



Electromagnetic waves You may have seen the experiment shown in figure 13 in which a beam of white light is dispersed into the colours of the visible spectrum by passing it through a prism. The fact that what appears to be a single “colour” actually consists of multiple colours triggers the question “what happens beyond the red and blue ends of the spectrum?” The two colours represent the limit of vision of the human eye but not the limit of detection of electromagnetic radiation by the human body. Holding the back of your hand towards the Sun allows you to feel the warmth of the Sun’s infra-red radiation. In the longer term, your hand will be subjected to sunburn and even skin cancer caused by the higher energy ultraviolet radiation. Figure 14 shows the full electromagnetic spectrum with the atmospheric windows; these are the ranges of electromagnetic waves that can pass through the layers of the atmosphere. All electromagnetic waves are transverse, carry energy, and exhibit the full range of wave properties. They travel at 300 million metres per second (3.00 × 108 m s–1) in a vacuum. All electromagnetic waves (except gamma rays) are produced when electrons undergo an energy change, even though the mechanisms might differ. For example, radio waves are emitted when electrons are accelerated in an aerial or antenna. Gamma rays are different, they are emitted by a nucleus or by means of other particle decays or annihilation events. All electromagnetic waves consist of a time-varying electric field with an associated time-varying magnetic field. As the human eye is sensitive to the electric component, the amplitude of an electromagnetic wave is usually taken as the wave’s maximum electric field strength. By graphing the electric field strength on the y-axes, we can use displacement–distance and displacement–time graphs to represent electromagnetic waves. In the following discussion of the different areas of the electromagnetic spectrum the range of the wavelength is given but these values are not hard and fast. There are overlaps of wavelength when radiation of the same wavelength is emitted by different



▲ Figure 13 Dispersion of white light using a glass prism.



▲ Figure 14 The electromagnetic spectrum.
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OS CILL AT ION S A N D WAV E S mechanisms (most notably X-rays and gamma rays). In addition to comparing the wavelengths of the radiations it is sometimes more appropriate to compare their frequencies (for example, radio waves) or the energy of the wave photon (for example, with X-rays and gamma rays). The frequency range is easy to calculate from wavelengths using the equation c = f λ with c = 3.00 × 108 m s–1. Photon energies will be discussed in Topic 7. Those electromagnetic waves with frequencies higher than that of visible light ionize atoms – and are thus harmful to people. Those with lower frequencies are generally believed to be safe.



Nature of Science



Infra-red radiation (λir~1 – 1000 µm)



William Herschel discovered infra-red in 1800 by placing a thermometer just beyond the red end of the spectrum formed by a prism. Today we might do the same experiment but using an infra-red detector as a modern thermometer. Objects that are hot but not glowing, i.e. below 500 °C, emit infra-red only. At this temperature objects become red-hot and emit red light in addition to infra-red. At around 1000 °C objects become white hot and emit the full visible spectrum colours. Remote controllers for multimedia devices utilize infra-red as do thermal imagers used for night vision. Infrared astronomy is used to “see” through dense regions of gas and dust in space with less scattering and absorption than is exhibited by visible light.



Ultraviolet radiation (λuv ~ 100 – 400 nm)



In 1801, Johann Ritter detected ultraviolet by positioning a photographic plate beyond the violet part of the spectrum formed by a prism. It can also be detected using fluorescent paints and inks – these absorb the ultraviolet (and shorter wavelengths) and re-emit the radiation as visible light. Absorption of ultraviolet produces important vitamins in the skin but an overdose can be harmful, especially to the eyes. The Sun emits the full range of ultraviolet: UV-A, UVB, and UV-C. These classifications are made in terms of the range of the wavelengths emitted (UV-A ~315–400 nm, UV-B ~280–315 nm, and UV-C ~ 100–280 nm). UV-C rays, having the highest frequency, are the most harmful but, fortunately, they are almost completely absorbed by the atmosphere. UV-B rays cause sunburn and increase the risk of DNA and other cellular damage in living organisms; luckily only about 5% of this radiation passes through the ionosphere (this consists of layers of electrically
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charged gases between 80 and 400 km above the Earth). Fluorescent tubes, used for lighting, contain mercury vapour and their inner surfaces are coated with powders. The mercury vapour and powders fluoresce when radiated with ultraviolet light. With the atmosphere absorbing much of the ultraviolet spectrum, satellites must be positioned above the atmosphere in order to utilize ultraviolet astronomy, which is very useful in observing the structure and evolution of galaxies.



Radio waves (λradio~1 mm – 100 km)



James Clerk Maxwell predicted the existence of radio waves in 1864. Between 1885 and 1889 Heinrich Hertz produced electromagnetic waves in the laboratory, confirming that light waves are electromagnetic radiation obeying Maxwell’s equations. Radio waves are used to transmit radio and television signals. VHF (or FM) radio waves have shorter wavelengths than those of AM. VHF and television signals have wavelengths of a few metres and travel in straight lines (or rays) from the transmitter to the receiver. Long-wave radio relies on reflections from the ionosphere and diffracts around obstacles on the Earth’s surface. Satellite communication requires signals with wavelengths less than 10 m in order to penetrate the ionosphere. Radio telescopes are used by astronomers to observe the composition, structure and motion of astronomic bodies. Such telescopes are physically large, for example the Very Large Array (VLA) radio telescope in New Mexico which consists of 27 antennas arranged in a “Y” pattern up to 36 km across.



Microwaves (λmicro ~ 1 mm – 30 cm)



Microwaves are short wavelength radio waves that have been used so extensively with radar, microwave cooking, global navigation satellite



4.2 TRAVELLING WAVE S



systems and astronomy that they deserve their own category. In 1940, Sir John Randall and Dr H A Boot invented the magnetron which produced microwaves that could be used in radar (an acronym for radio detection and ranging) to locate aircraft on bombing missions. The microwave oven is now a common kitchen appliance; the waves are tuned to frequencies that can be absorbed by the water and fat molecules in food, causing these molecules to vibrate. This increases the internal energy of the food – the container holding the food absorbs an insignificant amount of energy and stays much cooler. Longer wavelength microwaves pass through the Earth’s atmosphere more effectively than those of shorter wavelength. The Cosmic Background Radiation is the elemental radiation field that fills the universe, having been created in the form of gamma rays at the time of the Big Bang. With the universe now cooled to a temperature of 2.73 K the peak wavelength is approximately 1.1 mm (in the microwave region of the spectrum).



X-rays (λX~30 pm – 3 nm)



X-rays were first produced and detected in 1895 by the German physicist Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen. An X-ray tube works by firing a beam of electrons at a metal target. If the electrons



have sufficient energy, X-rays will emitted by the target. X-rays are well known for obtaining images of broken bones. They are also used in hospitals to destroy cancer cells. Since they can also damage healthy cells, using lead shielding in an X-ray tube is imperative. Less energetic and less invasive X-rays have longer wavelengths and penetrate flesh but not bone: such X-rays are used in dental surgery. In industry they are used to examine welded metal joints and castings for faults. X-rays are emitted by astronomical objects having temperatures of millions of kelvin, including pulsars, galactic supernovae remnants, and the accretion disk of black holes. The measurement of X-rays can provide information about the composition, temperature, and density of distant galaxies.



Gamma rays (λγ < 1 pm)



Gamma rays were discovered by the French scientist Paul Villard in 1900. Gamma rays have the shortest wavelength and the highest frequency of all electromagnetic radiation. They are generated, amongst other mechanisms, by naturally occurring radioactive nuclei in nuclear explosions and by neutron stars and pulsars. Only extra-terrestrial gamma rays of the very highest energies can reach the surface of the Earth – the rest being absorbed by ozone in the Earth’s upper atmosphere.



Nature of Science Night vision Humans eyes are sensitive to the electric component of a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum known as the visible spectrum; this is what we call sight. Some animals, in particular insects and birds, are able to see using the ultraviolet part of spectrum. However, ultraviolet consists of relatively short wavelength radiation that can damage animal tissue, yet these animals appear to be immune to these dangers. It has been speculated whether any animal eye might be adapted to be able to use the infra-red part



of the electromagnetic spectrum. As these long wavelengths have low energy it might be farfetched to believe that they can be detected visually. There are animals that have evolved ways of sensing infra-red that are similar to the processes occurring in the eye. For example, the brains of some snakes are able to interpret the infra-red radiation in a way that can be combined with other sensory information to enable them to have a better understanding of surrounding danger or food sources.
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4.3 Wave characteristics Understanding



Applications and skills



➔ Wavefronts and rays



➔ Sketching and interpreting diagrams involving



➔ Amplitude and intensity ➔ Superposition



➔



➔ Polarization ➔ ➔ ➔ ➔



wavefronts and rays Solving problems involving amplitude and intensity Sketching and interpreting the superposition of pulses and waves Describing methods of polarization Sketching and interpreting diagrams illustrating polarized reflected and transmitted beams Solving problems involving Malus’s law



Equations ➔ Relationship between intensity and amplitude:



I ∝ A2 ➔ Malus’s law: I = I0 cos2 θ



Nature of science Imagination and physics “Imagination ... is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the world1.” Einstein was famous for his gedanken “thought” experiments and one of the qualities that makes a great physicist is surely a hunger to ask the question “what if ... ?”. Mathematics is a crucial tool for the physicist and it is central to what a physicist does, to be able to quantify an argument. However,



imagination can also play a major role in interpreting the results. Without imagination it is hard to believe that we would have Huygens’ principle, Newton’s law of gravitation, or Einstein’s theory of special relativity. To visualize the abstract and apply theory to a practical situation is a flair that is fundamental to being an extraordinary physicist. Viereck, George Sylvester (October 26, 1929). ‘What life means to Einstein: an interview’. The Saturday Evening Post. 1



Introduction Wavefronts and rays are visualizations that help our understanding of how waves behave in different circumstances. By drawing ray or wave diagrams using simple rules we can predict how waves will behave when they encounter obstacles or a different material medium.
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Definitions of these two quantities are: ●



●



A wavefront is a surface that travels with a wave and is perpendicular to the direction in which the wave travels – the ray. A ray is a line showing the direction in which a wave transfers energy and is, of course, perpendicular to a wavefront.



The distance between two consecutive wavefronts is one wavelength (λ).



The motion of wavefronts One of the simplest ways to demonstrate the motion of wavefronts is to use a ripple tank such as that shown in figure 1. This is simply a glass-bottomed tank that contains water, illuminated from above. Any waves on the water focus the light onto a screen often placed below the tank. The bright patches result from the crests focusing the light and the dark patches from the troughs defocusing the light. Using a vibrating dipper, plane or circular waves can be produced allowing us to see what happens to wavefronts in different situations.



lamp



to power supply



elastic bands



vibrator water surface



dipper shallow water tray



wave pattern on screen



white screen



▲ Figure 1 A ripple tank.



The images shown in figure 2 show the effect on the wavefronts as they meet (a) a plane barrier, (b) a shallower region over a prism-shaped glass and (c) a single narrow slit. Using wavefront or ray diagrams we can illustrate how waves behave when they are reflected, refracted, and diffracted. We will refer to these diagrams in the sections of this topic following on from this.
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(b)



(c)



▲ Figure 2 Reflection, refraction, and diffraction of waves in a ripple tank. incident wave front incident ray



reflected wave front reflected ray



i r



metal strip placed in water



▲ Figure 3a Wavefront and ray diagrams for reflection of waves.



deep water



shallow water



▲ Figure 3b Wavefront and ray diagrams for refraction of waves.



▲ Figure 3c Wavefront and ray diagrams for diffraction of waves by a single slit.



In figure 3a we can see that there is no change of wavelength and that the angle of incidence (i) is equal to the angle of reflection (r). In figure 3b we see the wave slowing down and bending as it enters the denser medium. The wavelength of the wave in the denser medium is shorter than in the less dense medium – but the frequency remains unchanged (although it is not possible to tell this from the the pattern shown in the ripple tank). Figure 3c shows diffraction where the wave spreads out on passing through the slit but there is no change in the wavelength.
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Nature of Science Huygens’ principle One of the ways to predict what will happen to wavefronts under different circumstances is to use Huygens’ principle. This was suggested in 1678 by the Dutch physicist Christiaan Huygens: the wavefront of a travelling wave at a particular instant consists of the tangent to circular wavelets given out by each point on the previous wavefront as shown in figure 4. In this way the wavefront travels forward with a velocity c. Huygens was able to derive the laws of reflection and refraction from his principle. What the principle does not explain is why an expanding circular (but really spherical) wave continues to expand outwards from its source rather than travel back and focus on the source. The French physicist Augustin Fresnel (1788–1827) adapted Huygens’ principle to explain diffraction by proposing the principle of superposition, discussed in Sub-topic 4.4. The Huygens–Fresnel principle



(as the overall principle should more accurately be called) is useful in explaining many wave phenomena.



ct secondary wavelets



ct



primary source



secondary sources



plane wavefronts



spherical wavefronts



▲ Figure 4 Huygens’ principle.



The intensity of waves The loudness of a sound wave or the brightness of a light depends on the amount of energy that is received by an observer. For example, when a guitar string is plucked more forcefully the string does more work on the air and so there will be more energy in the sound wave. In a similar way, to make a filament lamp glow more brightly requires more electrical energy. The energy E is found to be proportional to the square of the amplitude A: E ∝ A2 So doubling the amplitude increases the energy by a factor of four; tripling the amplitude increases the energy by a factor of nine, etc. Loudness is the observer’s perception of the intensity of a sound and brightness that of light; loudness and brightness are each affected by frequency. If we picture waves being emitted by a point source, S, they will spread out in all directions. This will mean that the total energy emitted will be spread increasingly thinly the further we go from the source. Figure 5 shows how the energy spreads out over the surface area of a sphere. In order to make intensity comparisons more straightforward it is usual to use the idea of the energy transferred per second – this is the power (P) of the source. This means that the intensity (I) at a distance (r)



I = P/4πr2 r S



▲ Figure 5 Energy spreading out from a point source.
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r 2r 3r



▲ Figure 6 Inverse square law.



from a point source is given by the power divided by the surface area of the sphere at that radius: P I=_ 4πr2 This equation shows that intensity has an inverse-square relationship with distance from the point source; this means that, as the distance doubles, the intensity falls to a quarter of the previous value and when the distance the is tripled, the intensity falls to one nineth as shown in figure 6. The SI unit for intensity is W m−2.



Worked example At a distance of 15 m from the source, the intensity of a loud sound is 2.0 × 10–4 W m–2. a) Show that the intensity at 120 m from the source is approximately 3 × 10–6 W m–2. b) Deduce how the amplitude of the wave changes.



Solution P P 2 2 a) Using the equation I = ___ , __ 4π remains constant so I1 r1 = I2 r2 this 4πr 2



gives 2.0 × 10–4 × 152 = I2 × 1202 152 = 3.1 × 10−6 W m–2 ≈ I = 2.0 × 10–4 × _ 2



3 × 10



−6



1202



–2



Wm



Note In “show that” questions there is an expectation that you will give a detailed answer, showing all your working and that you will give a final answer to more significant figures than the data in the question – actually this is good practice for any answer! b) With the intensity changing there must be a change of amplitude. The intensity is proportional to the square of the amplitude so: __ _________ 2 I I_2 _ A A 2.0 × 10–4 = 8.0 = 12 or _1 = _2 = _ I2 A2 I2 3.1 × 10–6 A2



√ √



Thus the amplitude at 15 m from the source is 8.0 times that at 120 m from the source. Another way of looking at this is to say that A is proportional to __1r .



Note Because the previous part was a “show that” question you had all the data needed to answer this question. In questions where you need to calculate data you will never be penalized for using incorrect data that you have calculated previously. In a question that has several parts you might fail to gain a sensible answer to one of the parts. When a subsequent part requires the use of your answer as data – don’t give up, invent a sensible value (and say that is what you are doing). You should then gain any marks available for the correct method.
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The principle of superposition Unlike when solid objects collide, when two or more waves meet the total displacement is the vector sum of their individual displacements. Having interacted, the waves continue on their way as if they had never met at all. This principle is used to explain interference and standing waves in Sub-topics 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. For a consistent pattern, waves need to be of the same type and have the same frequency and speed; the best patterns are achieved when the waves have the same or very similar amplitudes. Figure 7 shows two pulses approaching and passing through each other. When they meet, the resultant amplitude is the algebraic sum of the two amplitudes of the individual pulses.



▲ Figure 7 Superposition of pulses.



This principle applies equally well to complete waves as to pulses – this is shown in figure 8. You should convince yourself that the green wave is the vector sum of the red and blue waves at every instant. It is equally valid to use the principle of superposition with displacement–distance graphs. 0.3



displacement/m



0.2 0.1 0 −0.1 −0.2



0



0.1



0.2



0.3



0.4



0.5 time/s



−0.3



▲ Figure 8 Displacement–time graph showing the superposition of waves.
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Worked examples 1



A



Two identical triangular pulses of amplitude A travel towards each other along a rubber cord. At the instant shown on the diagram below, point M is midway between the two pulses.



C



medium I



A



B



What is the amplitude of the disturbance in the string as the pulses move through M? The pulses are symmetrical, so when they meet they completely cancel out giving zero amplitude at M.



(ii) As the wavefronts are closer in the medium R the waves are travelling more slowly.



a) For a travelling wave, distinguish between a ray and a wavefront.



(iii) The frequency of a wave does not change when the wave moves from one medium to another. As c = fλ c then __ = constant and so: λ



The diagram below shows three wavefronts incident on a boundary between medium I and medium R. Wavefront CD is shown crossing the boundary. Wavefront EF is incomplete. C



A



E



c1 c2 λ1 c1 __ __ = __ ∴ __ c2 = λ λ1 λ2 2



3



The graphs below show the variation with time of the individual displacements of two waves as they pass through the same point.



F medium I



medium R



B



displacement



0



0



time



T



−A1



(i) On a copy of the diagram above, draw a line to complete the wavefront EF. (ii) Explain in which medium, I or R, the wave has the higher speed. (iii) By taking appropriate measurements from the diagram, determine the ratio of the speeds of the wave travelling from medium I to medium R.



Solution a) A ray is a line that shows the direction of propagation of a wave. Wavefronts are lines connecting points on the wave that are in phase, such as a crest or a trough. The distance between wavefronts is one wavelength and wavefronts are always perpendicular to rays.
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A1 x1



displacement



b)



D



D



On entering the new medium the waves refract by the same amount to give parallel wavefronts.



Solution



2



F medium R



λ2



M



A



E λ1



b) (i)



A2 0 −x2 0



T



time



−A2



What is the total displacement of the resultant wave at the point at time T?



Solution The total displacement will be the vector sum of the individual displacements. As they are in opposite directions the vector sum will be their difference, i.e. x1 – x2



4.3 WAVE CHARACTERISTICS



Polarization Although transverse and longitudinal waves have common properties – they reflect, refract, diffract and superpose – the difference between them can be seen by the property of polarization. Polarization of a transverse wave restricts the direction of oscillation to a plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Longitudinal waves, such as sound waves, do not exhibit polarization because, for these waves, the direction of oscillation is parallel to the direction of propagation. Figure 9 shows a demonstration of the polarization of a transverse wave on a rubber tube. vibrations go through



same plane as fence



fence with vertical rails acting as slits



vibrations stopped



fence with horizontal rails acting as slits



different plane



vibrations stopped at second fence



two planes at right angles



▲ Figure 9 Polarization demonstration.



Most naturally occurring electromagnetic waves are completely unpolarized; this means the electric field vector (and therefore the magnetic field vector perpendicular to it) vibrate in random directions but in a plane always at right angles to the direction of propagation of the wave. When the direction of vibration stays constant over time, the wave is said to be plane polarized in the direction of vibration – this is the case with many radio waves which are polarized as a result of the orientation of the transmitting aerial (antenna). Partial polarization is when there is some restriction to direction of vibration but not 100%. There is a further type of polarization when the direction of vibration rotates at the same
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θp



plane polarized reflected beam



θp 90° θ2



frequency as the wave – this called circular or elliptical polarization and is caused when a wave is in a strong magnetic field – but you will not be examined on this. Figure 10 shows how we represent polarized and unpolarized light diagramatically; the double-headed arrow represents a polarized wave, showing the plane of polarization of the wave. The crossed arrows show that the vibration has an electric field vector in all planes and these are resolved into the two perpendicular planes shown (you may see this marked as four double-headed arrows in some texts). These diagrams can become a little confusing when rays are added to show the direction in which the waves are travelling. Figure 11 shows some examples of this.



or unpolarized light



partially polarized refracted beam



▲ Figure 11 Polarization of reflected light.



polarized light



▲ Figure 10 Representing polarized and unpolarized waves.



Polarization of light In 1809 the French experimenter Étienne-Louis Malus showed that when unpolarized light reflected off a glass plate it could be polarized depending upon the angle of incidence – the plane of polarization being that of the flat surface reflecting the light. In 1812 the Scottish physicist Sir David Brewster showed that when unpolarized light incident on the surface of an optically denser material (such as glass), at an angle called the polarizing angle, the reflected ray would be completely plane polarized. At this angle the reflected ray and refracted ray are at right angles as shown in figure 11. Today the most common method of producing polarized light is to use a polarizing filter (usually called Polaroid). These filters are made from chains of microcrystals of iodoquinine sulfate embedded in a transparent cellulose nitrate film. The crystals are aligned during manufacture and electric field vibration components, parallel to the direction of alignment, become absorbed. The electric field vector causes the electrons in the crystal chains to oscillate and thus removes energy from the wave. The direction perpendicular to the chains allows the electric field to pass through. The reason for this is that the limited width of the molecules restricts the motion of the electrons, meaning that they cannot absorb the wave energy. When a pair of Polaroids are oriented to be at 90° to each other, or “crossed”, no light is able to pass through. The first Polaroid restricts the electric field to the direction perpendicular to the crystal chains; the second Polaroid has its crystals aligned in this direction and so absorbs the remaining energy. The first of the two Polaroids is called the polarizer and the second is called the analyser.



Malus’s law When totally plane-polarized light (from a polarizer) is incident on an analyser, the intensity I of the light transmitted by the analyser is directly proportional to the square of the cosine of angle between the transmission axes of the analyser and the polarizer.
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Figure 12 shows polarized light with the electric field vector of amplitude E0 incident on an analyser. The axis of transmission of the analyser makes an angle θ with the incident light. The electric field vector E0 can be resolved into two perpendicular components E0 cos θ and E0 sin θ. The analyser transmits the component that is parallel to its transmission axis, which is E0 cos θ. We have seen that intensity is proportional to the square of the amplitude of a wave so I0 ∝ E02 the transmitted intensity will be I which is proportional to (E0 cos θ)2 or I ∝ E02 cos2 θ E cos θ I Taking ratios we have __ = _______ cancelling E02 gives I E2 2



2 0



I = I0 cos2 θ



0



orientation of analyser



E0 θ



E 0cosθ



orientation of light from polarizer



0



When θ = 0° (or 180°) I = I0 (since cos 0° = 1); this means that the intensity of light transmitted by the analyser is maximum when the transmission axes of the two Polaroids are parallel.



▲ Figure 12 Analysing polarized light.



When θ = 90°, I = I0 cos2 90° = 0; this means that no light is transmitted by the analyser when the Polaroids are crossed. Figure 13 shows a pair of Polaroids. The left-hand image shows that, when their transmission axes are aligned, the same proportion of light passing through one Polaroid passes through both. The central image shows that when one of the Polaroids is rotated slightly, less light passes through their region of overlap. The right-hand image shows that where the Polaroids are crossed no light is transmitted.



▲ Figure 13 Two Polaroids.



Nature of science Uses of polarization of light Polaroid sunglasses are used to reduce the glare coming from the light scattered by surfaces such as the sea or a swimming pool. In industry, stress analysis can be performed on models made of transparent plastic by placing the model in between a pair of crossed Polaroids. As white light passes through a plastic, each colour of the spectrum is polarized with a unique orientation. There is high stress in the regions where the colours are most concentrated – this is where the model (or real object being modelled) is most likely to break when it is put under stress. Certain asymmetric molecules (called chiral molecules) are optically active – this is the ability to rotate the plane of plane-polarized light. The angle that the light is rotated through is measured using a polarimeter, which consists of a light source, and a pair of Polaroids. The light passes through the first Polaroid (the polarizer) and, initially with no sample present, the second Polaroid (the analyser) is aligned so that no light passes through. With a sample placed between



the Polaroids, light does pass through because the sample has rotated the plane of polarization. The analyser is now rotated so that again no light passes through. The angle of rotation is measured and from this the concentration of a solution, for example, can be found. An easily produced, optically active substance is a sugar solution. Polarization can also be used in the recording and projection of 3D films. These consist of two films projected at the same time. Each of the films is recorded from a slightly different camera angle and the projectors are also set up in this way. The two films are projected through polarizing filters – one with its axis of transmission horizontal and one with it vertical. By wearing polarized eye glasses with one lens horizontally polarized and one vertically polarized, the viewer’s left eye only sees the light from the left projector and the right eye light from the right projector – thus giving the viewer the perception of depth. In cinemas the screen needs to be metallic as non-metallic flat surfaces have a polarizing effect.
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Worked examples 1



position shown, the transmission axis of the analyser is parallel to the plane of polarization of the light (θ = 0°).



Unpolarized light of intensity I0 is incident on a polarizer. The transmitted light is then incident on an analyser. The axis of the analyser makes an angle of 60° to the axis of the polarizer.



Sketch a graph to show how the intensity I of the transmitted light varies with θ as the analyser is rotated through 180°.



analyser



Solution a) In unpolarized light the electric field vector vibrates randomly in any plane (perpendicular to the direction of propagation). In polarized light this vector is restricted to just one plane.



polarizer



unpolarized light



b) This is an application of Malus’s law I = I0 cos2 θ



Calculate the intensity emitted by the analyser.



Solution



When θ = 0 or 180°, cos θ = 1 and so cos2 θ = 1 and I = I0



0 The first polarizer restricts the intensity to __ . 2 2 Using Malus’s law I = I0 cos θ



When θ = 90°, cos θ = 0 and so cos2 θ = 0 and I = 0



2



These are the key points to focus on. Note that cos2 θ will never become negative. There is no need to include a unit for intensity as this is a sketch graph.



I



cos 60° = 0.5 so cos2 60° = 0.25 I thus I = 0.25_0 = 0.125I0 2 a) Distinguish between polarized and unpolarized light.



b) A beam of plane-polarized light of intensity I0 is incident on an analyser.



I0



transmission axis plane of polarization



I



incident beam



analyser



The angle between the transmission axis of the analyser and the plane of polarization of the light θ can be varied by rotating the analyser about an axis parallel to the direction of the incident beam. In the
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4.4 Wave behaviour Understanding ➔ Reflection and refraction ➔ Snell’s law, critical angle, and total ➔ ➔ ➔ ➔



internal reflection Diffraction through a single-slit and around objects Interference patterns Double-slit interference Path difference



Applications and Skills ➔ Sketching and interpreting incident, reflected



➔ ➔ ➔ ➔



➔



and transmitted waves at boundaries between media Solving problems involving reflection at a plane interface Solving problems involving Snell’s law, critical angle, and total internal reflection Determining refractive index experimentally Qualitatively describing the diffraction pattern formed when plane waves are incident normally on a single-slit Quantitatively describing double-slit interference intensity patterns



Equations



n1 sinθ2 v1 _________ ➔ Snell’s law: ____ = ____ n = v 2



sinθ1



2



λD Interference at a double slit: s = ______ d



Nature of science Wave or particle? In the late seventeenth century two rival theories of the nature of light were proposed by Newton and Huygens. Newton believed light to be particulate and supported his view by the facts that it apparently travels in straight lines and can travel through a vacuum; at this time it was a strongly held belief that waves needed a medium through which to travel. Huygens’ wave model was supported by the work of Grimaldi who had shown that light diffracts around small objects and through narrow openings. He



was also able to argue that when a wave meets a boundary the total incident energy is shared by the reflected and transmitted waves; Newton’s argument for this was based on the particles themselves deciding whether or not to reflect or transmit – this was not a strong argument and the wave theory of light became predominant. In the 21st century light is treated as both a wave and a particle in order to explain the full range of its properties.



Introduction Now we have looked at how to describe waves, we are in the position to look at wave properties – or, as it is described in IB Physics, wave behaviour. You are likely to have come across some of this topic if you
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incident ray



reflected ray θ1



θ1



medium 1: refractive index = n1



medium 2: refractive index = n2



θ2



have studied physics before starting the IB Diploma Programme and we have used some of the ideas in the previous sub-topic. In Sub-topic 4.3 we studied polarization – a property that is restricted to transverse waves alone. The ideas examined in this sub-topic apply to transverse waves (both mechanical and electromagnetic) and longitudinal waves. There are many demonstrations of wave properties utilizing sound and light; however, microwaves are commonly used for demonstrating these wave properties too.



Reflection and refraction of waves refracted ray



▲ Figure 1 Reflection and refraction of waves.



We have looked at much of the content of figure 1 when we considered polarization. We will now focus on what is happening to the rays – remember we could always add wavefronts at right angles to the rays drawn on these diagrams. What the ray diagrams do not show is what is happening to the wavelength of the waves – we will return to this in due course. The laws of reflection and refraction can be summarized in three laws as follows: 1



The reflected and refracted rays are in the same plane as the incident ray and the normal. This means that the event of reflection or refraction does not alter the plane in which the light ray travels – this is not obvious because we draw ray diagrams in two dimensions but, when we use ray boxes to perform experiments with light beams, we can confirm that this is the case.



2



The angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. The angle of incidence is the angle between the incident ray and the normal and the angle of reflection is the angle between the reflected ray and the normal. The normal is a line perpendicular to a surface at any chosen point. The angle of incidence and reflection are both labelled as θ1 on figure 1.



3



For waves of a particular frequency and for a chosen pair of media the ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence to the sine of the angle of refraction is a constant called the (relative) refractive index. This is called Snell’s law (or Descartes’s law in the French speaking world). The angle of refraction is the angle between the refracted ray and the normal. Snell’s law can be written as sin θ1 _ = n sin θ2 1 2 For light going from medium 1 to medium 2 – this way of writing Snell’s law has several variants and the IB course uses one that we will look at soon.



▲ Figure 2 Use of ray box to demonstrate the laws of reflection and refraction.
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When light is normal on a surface Snell’s law breaks down because the light passes directly through the surface.
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TOK



Nature of science



Conservation of energy and waves



What happens to light at an interface between two media?



The wave and ray diagram for reflection and refraction tells just part of the story. As with many areas of physics, returning to the conservation of energy is important. For the total energy incident on the interface between the two media the energy is shared between the reflected wave, the transmitted wave and the energy that is absorbed – the further the wave passes through the second medium, the more of the energy is likely to be absorbed. The conservation of mass/energy is a principle in physics which, to date, has not let physicists down. Does this mean that we have proved that the principle of conservation of energy is infallible?



This is a complex process but in general terms, when charges are accelerated, for example when they are vibrated, they can emit energy as an electromagnetic wave. In moving through a vacuum the electromagnetic wave travels with a velocity of 3.00 × 108 m s–1. When the wave reaches an atom, energy is absorbed and causes electrons within the atom to vibrate. All particles have frequencies at which they tend to vibrate most efficiently – called the natural frequency. When the frequency of the electromagnetic wave does not match the natural frequency of vibration of the electron, then the energy will be re-emitted as an electromagnetic wave. This new electromagnetic wave has the same frequency as the original wave and will travel at the usual speed in the vacuum between atoms. This process continues to be repeated as the new wave comes into contact with further atoms of unmatched natural frequency. With the wave travelling at 3.00 × 108 m s–1 in space but being delayed by the absorption–re-emission process, the overall speed of the wave will be reduced. In general, the more atoms per unit volume in the material, the slower the radiation will travel. When the frequency of the light does match that of the atom’s electrons the re-emission process is occurs in all directions and the atom gains energy, increasing the internal energy of the material.



Refractive index and Snell’s law The absolute refractive index (n) of a medium is defined in terms of the speed of electromagnetic waves as: speed of electromagnetic waves in a vacuum c n = ____ = _ v speed of electromagnetic waves in the medium The refractive index depends on the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation and, since the speed of light in a vacuum is the limit of speed, the absolute refractive index is always greater than 1 (although there are circumstances when this is not true – but that is well beyond the expectation of your IB Physics course). For all practical purposes the absolute refractive index of air is 1 so it is not necessary to perform refractive index experiments in a vacuum.



Worked example Calculate the angle of refraction when the angle of incidence at a glass surface is 55° (refractive index of the glass = 1.48).



Solution



As we are dealing with air and glass there is no difference between absolute refractive index and relative refractive index.



sinθ



1 = nglass Snell’s law gives ____ sinθ 2



sin55° = 1.48 =_ sinθ2 sin55° = _ 0.819 = 0.553 sinθ2 = _ 1.48 1.48 θ = sin–1 (0.553) = 33.6 ≈ 34°
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Reversibility of light You should be able to prove to yourself that rays are reversible. Place a ray box and a glass block on a piece of paper. Mark, on the paper, the path of the beam of light emitted by the ray box as it approaches and leaves the glass block. Then place the ray box on the other side of the block and you will see that the light travels along the same path in the opposite direction. We have seen that for light travelling from medium 1 to medium 2 Snell’s law can be written as sinθ1 _ = n sinθ2 1 2 here 1n2 means the relative refractive index going from medium 1 to medium 2. For light travelling in the opposite direction and since light is reversible we have sinθ2 _ = n sinθ1 2 1 1 It should be clear from this that 1n2 = ___ n 2 1



Worked example The (absolute) refractive index of water is 1.3 and that of glass is 1.5.



c)



water λ water



a) Calculate the relative refractive index from glass to water. b) Explain what this implies regarding the refraction of light rays. c) Draw a wavefront diagram to show how light travels through a plane interface from glass to water.



Solution



interface



λ glass glass



a) nwater = vacnwater = 1.3 and nglass = vacnglass = 1.5 We are calculating glassnwater sinθvac ______ = sinθ water



n



vac water



sinθvac and _____ = sinθ glass



sinθglass sinθglass sinθvac _____ × ______ = ______ = sinθvac sinθwater sinθwater



n



vac glass



n



glass water



1 This means that glassnwater = ___ ×1.3 = 0.87 1.5



b) With a relative refractive index less than one this means that the light travels faster in the water than the glass and therefore bends away from the normal.



As the refractive index of water is lower than that of glass the light wave speeds up on entering the water. The frequency is constant and, as = fλ, the wavelength will be greater in water – meaning that the wavefronts are further apart. The fact that the frequency remains constant is a consequence of Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations – something not covered in IB Physics.



The critical angle and total internal reflection When a light wave reaches an interface travelling from a higher optically dense medium to a lower one the wave speeds up. This means that the wavelength of the wave increases (frequency being constant) and
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the direction of the wave moves away from the normal – the angle of refraction being greater than the angle of incidence so as the angle of incidence increases the angle of refraction will approach 90°. Optical density is not the same as physical density, i.e. mass per unit volume, it is measured in terms of refractive index – higher refractive index material having higher optical density. Light incident at any angle > θc is totally reflected.



Though not bent, part of the normal ray is reflected. θc 1



2



3



4



critical angle θc



5



n1 high index material



light source



▲ Figure 3 Light passing from more optically dense medium to less optically dense medium. Ray 1 in figure 3 shows a ray passing from a more optically dense medium to a less optically dense medium normal to an interface. Most of the light passes though the interface but a portion is reflected back into the original medium. Increasing the angle of incidence (as for rays 2 and 3) will increase the angle of refraction and ray 4 shows an angle of incidence when the angle of refraction is 90°. The angle of incidence at this value is called the critical angle (θc). Ray 5 shows that, when the angle of incidence is larger than the critical angle, the light wave does not move into the new medium at all but is reflected back into the original medium. This process is called total internal reflection. It should be noted that for angles smaller than the critical angle there will always be a reflected ray; although this will carry only a small portion of the incident energy. A ray box and semicircular glass block can be used to measure the critical angle for glass as shown in figure 4. When the beam is incident on the curved face of the block making it travel towards the centre of the flat face, it is acting along a radius and so enters the block normally and, therefore, without bending. By moving the ray box, different angles of incidence can be obtained. Both the critical angle and total internal reflection can be seen. r1



r = 90° c



i1 semicircular glass slab



critical angle



i2



r2



∠i2 = ∠r2



ray box



▲ Figure 4 Use of ray box to investigate critical angle and total internal reflection.
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Worked example Calculate the (average) critical angle for a material of (average) absolute refractive index 1.2.



Solution The word “average” is included because the refractive index and critical angle would each be different for different colours. Don’t be surprised if it is left out in some questions – it is implied by talking about single values. 1 1 _ sin θc = _ n1 = 1.2 = 0.833 θc = sin–1 0.833 = 56.4° ≈ 56°



When a ray box emitting white light is used, the light emerging through the glass block is seen to disperse into the colours of the rainbow. This is due to each of the colours, of which white light is comprised, having a different frequency. The refractive index for each of the colours is different.



Calculating the critical angle sinθ



1 Snell’s law gives ____ = 1n2 . sinθ 2



In order to obtain a critical angle, medium 1 must be more optically dense than medium 2. When θ1 = θc then θ2 = 90° so sin θ2 = 1



This gives sin θc = 1n2 n2 n =_ n1



1 2



When the less dense medium (medium 2) is a vacuum or air then n2 = 1 1 So sin θc = _ n1



Investigate! Measuring the refractive index There are several possible experiments that you could do to measure the refractive index depending on whether a substance is a liquid or a solid (we assume the refractive index of gases is 1 – although mirages are a good example of how variations in air density can affect the refraction of light). You could research how to use real and apparent depth measurements to measure the refractive index of a liquid. The investigation outlined below will be to trace some rays (or beams of light, really) through a glass block of rectangular cross-section. ●



●



●



●



●
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block and then inside. Add arrows to these to remind you that they represent rays and to indicate which is the incident beam and which is the refracted beam. ●



●



●



The arrangement is similar to that shown in figure 2 on p146.



●



Place the block on a piece of white paper and mark its position by drawing around the edges.



●



Remove the block and use a ruler to mark the path of the beam on either side of the



Remembering that light is reversible and the beam is symmetrical, measure two values for each of θ1 and θ2. Calculate the refractive index of the block using Snell’s law. Estimate the experimental uncertainty on your measurements of θ1 and θ2.



Note that the uncertainty in θ1 and θ2 is not the same as that in sin θ1 and sin θ2 but you sinθ



Direct a beam of light to enter the block near the centre of a longer side and to leave by the opposite side. Mark the path of the beam entering and leaving the block – you will need at least two points on each beam to do this.



Using a protractor, mark in and draw normals for the beam entering and leaving the block.



1 can calculate the uncertainty in ____ (and sinθ 2



hence n) by calculating half the difference sinθ



sinθ



1max 1min and ______ between ______ sinθ sinθ 2min



●



●



2max



Repeat the experiment for a range of values of the angle of incidence. Which of your values is likely to be the most reliable?



4.4 WAVE BEHAVIOUR



Diffraction The first detailed observation and description of the phenomenon that was named diffraction was made by the Italian priest Francesco Grimaldi. His work was published in 1665, two years after his death. He found that when waves pass through a narrow gap or slit (called an aperture), or when their path is partly blocked by an object, the waves spread out into what we would expect to be the shadow region. This is illustrated by figure 5 and can be demonstrated in a ripple tank. He noted that close to the edges the shadows were bordered by alternating bright and dark fringes. Given the limited apparatus available to Grimaldi his observations were quite extraordinary.



aperture



obstacle



obstacle



▲ Figure 5 Diffraction. Further observation of diffraction has shown: ●



● ●



●



the frequency, wavelength, and speed of the waves each remains the same after diffraction the direction of propagation and the pattern of the waves change the effect of diffraction is most obvious when the aperture width is approximately equal to the wavelength of the waves. the amplitude of the diffracted wave is less than that of the incident wave because the energy is distributed over a larger area.



Explaining diffraction by a single slit is complex and you will only be asked for a qualitative description of single-slit diffraction at SL – however, as mentioned in Sub-topic 4.3, the Huygens–Fresnel principle gives a good insight into how the single-slit diffraction pattern comes about (see figure 6).
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Worked example Complete the following diagrams to show the wavefronts after they have passed through the gaps.



▲ Figure 6 Huygens–Fresnel explanation of diffraction.



Solution



When the width of the slit is less than or equal to the wavelength λ of the wave, the waves emerge from the slit as circular wavefronts. As the slit width is increased, the spreading of the waves only occurs at the edges and the diffraction is less noticeable.



Plane waves travelling towards the slit behave as if they were sources of secondary wavelets. The orange dots in figure 6 show these “secondary sources” within the slit. These “sources” each spread out as circular waves. The tangents to these waves will now become the new wavefront. The central image is bright and wide, beyond it are further narrower bright images separated by darkness. Single-slit diffraction is further explored for those studying HL Physics in Topic 9.



▲ Figure 7 Single-slit diffraction pattern.



Double-slit interference We briefly discussed the principle of superposition in Sub-topic 4.3. Interference is one application of this principle. When two or more waves meet they combine to produce a new wave – this is called interference. When the resultant wave has larger amplitude than any of the individual waves the interference is said to be constructive; when the resultant has smaller amplitude the interference is destructive. Interference can be achieved by using two similar sources of all types of wave. It is usually only observable if the two sources have a constant phase relationship – this means that although they need not emit the two sets of waves in phase, the phase of the waves cannot alter relative to one another. Such sources will have the same frequency and are said to be coherent.
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speakers a D x L S L S



S L S L S L S L S L S L L â loud sound S â soft sound



microphone



▲ Figure 8 Interference of sound waves. Interference of sound waves is easy to demonstrate using two loudspeakers connected to the same audio frequency oscillator as shown in figure 8. Moving the microphone (connected to an oscilloscope) in a line perpendicular to the direction in which the waves are travelling allows an equally spaced loud–soft sequence to be detected. More simply, the effect can be demonstrated by the observer walking along the loud–soft line while listening to the loudness. When a coherent beam of light is incident on two narrow slits very close together the beam is diffracted at each slit and, in the region diffracted beam from top slit destructive interference (trough meets trough) S constructive interference (crest meets crest) lamp



double slit diffracted beam from bottom slit



▲ Figure 9 Interference of light waves.
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▲ Figure 10 Fringes produced by a double-slit.



where the two diffracted beams cross, interference occurs as seen in figure 9. A pattern of equally spaced bright and dark fringes (shown in figure 10) is obtained on a screen positioned in the region where the diffracted beams overlap. When a crest meets a crest (or a trough meets a trough) constructive interference occurs. When a crest meets a trough destructive interference occurs. A similar experiment to this was performed by the talented English physicist (and later physician) Thomas Young in 1801. The coherent beam is achieved by placing a single slit close to the source of light – this means that the wavefronts spreading from the single slit each reach the double slit with the same phase relationship and so the secondary waves coming from the double slit retain their constant phase relationship.



Path difference and the double-slit equation You will never be asked to derive this equation but the ideas regarding path difference are vital to your understanding of interference. B A2



d



S



C



A1



O



P D



▲ Figure 11 The double-slit geometry. Figure 11 shows two slits (apertures) A1 and A2 distance d apart. The double slit is at distance D from a screen. O is the position of the central bright fringe (arising from constructive interference). B is the position of the next bright fringe above O; the distance OB is the fringe spacing s. There will be another bright fringe distance s below O. The beams from A1 and A2 to O will travel equal distances and so will meet with the same phase relationship that they had at A1 and A2 – they have zero path difference. At B the beam from A1 will travel an extra wavelength compared with the beam from A2 – the path distance (= A1P) equals λ. Because of the short wavelength of light and the fact that D is very much larger than d, the line A2P is effectively perpendicular to lines A1B and CB (C being the midpoint of A1 A2). This means that the triangles A1A2P and CBO are similar triangles. A1P BO = _ s =_ λ or _ Taking ratios _ D CO A1A2 d



λD Rearranging gives s = _ d This gives the separation of successive bright fringes (or bands of loud sound for a sound experiment).
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In general for two coherent beams starting in phase, if the path difference is a whole number of wavelengths we get constructive interference and if it is an odd number of half wavelengths we get destructive interference. It must be an odd number of half wavelengths for destructive interference because an even number would give a whole number (integer) and that is constructive interference! Summarizing this: For constructive interference the path difference must = nλ where n = 0,1,2…



For destructive interference the path difference must = ( n + __12 ) where n = 0,1,2…



n is known as the order of the fringe, n = 0 being the zeroth order, n = 1 the first order, etc.



Worked examples 1



In a double-slit experiment using coherent light of wavelength λ, the central bright fringe is observed on a screen at point O, as shown below.



P



3λ ___ 7λ ___ 11λ ___ difference is __λ2 , ___ , 5λ , ___ , 9λ , ___ , 13λ giving a 2 2 2 2 2 2 total of 7 dark fringes.



2



Two coherent point sources S1 and S2 oscillate in a ripple tank and send out a series of coherent wavefronts as shown in the diagram.



coherent light



P O



Q



wavelength λ double slit screen (not to scale)



At point P, the path difference between light arriving at P from the two slits is 7λ.



S1 S2



State and explain the intensity of the waves at P and Q?



a) Explain the nature of the fringe at P.



Solution



b) State and explain the number of dark fringes between O and P.



Considering each wavefront to be a crest; at point P two crests meet and so superpose constructively giving an amplitude which is twice that of one wave (assuming the wavefronts each have the same amplitude) – the intensity is proportional to the square of this so will be four times the intensity of either of the waves alone. At Q a blue crest meets a red trough and so there is cancellation occurring and there will be zero intensity.



Solution a) As the path difference is an integral number of wavelengths there will be a bright fringe at P. b) For destructive interference the path difference must be an odd number of half wavelengths, so there will be dark fringes when the path
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Investigate! Measuring the wavelength of laser light using a double slit



bright spots



laser double slit



screen



▲ Figure 12 Measuring the wavelength of laser light using a double slit. This experiment, using a gas laser (or laser pointer), is a modern version of the one performed by Young. A laser emits a highly coherent beam of light ideal for performing this experiment. Care should be taken not to shine the laser beam or its reflection into your eye – should this happen, look away immediately to avoid the risk of permanent damage to your eye. One way to minimise eye damage is to keep sufficient light in the room so that you can still do the experiment. This means that the iris of your eye will not be fully open. ●



●



●



Set up the apparatus as shown in figure 12 – the screen should be a few metres from the double slit. The double slit can be homemade by scratching a pair of narrow lines on a piece of glass painted with a blackened material or it could be a ready prepared slide. The slit separation (d) can be measured using a travelling microscope (however, d is likely to be provided by a manufacturer).



●



●



●



●



Light from the laser beam diffracts through the slits and emerges as two separate coherent waves. Both slits must be illuminated by the narrow laser beam; sometimes it may be necessary to use a diverging (concave) lens to achieve this. The interference pattern is then projected onto the screen and the separation of the spots (images of the laser aperture) is measured as accurately as possible using a metre ruler or tape measure. This is best done by measuring the distance between the furthest spots, remembering that nine spots would have a separation of 8S. The distance from the double slit to the screen (D) should also be measured using metre rulers or a tape measure. Once your readings are taken the wavelength Sd of the light can be calculated from λ = __ . D



When red light is used as the source, the bright fringes are all red. When blue light is used as a source, the bright fringes are all blue. As blue light has a shorter wavelength than red light the blue fringes are closer together than the red fringes. When the source is white light the zeroth order (central) bright fringe is white but the other fringes are coloured with the blue edges closer to the centre and the red edges furthest from the centre. Can you explain this?
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Investigate! Measuring the wavelength of microwaves using a double slit receiver



mA milliammeter



transmitter



double slit



▲ Figure 13 Microwave arrangement. ●



●



●



●



●



●



occur as in Young's double-slit interference experiment with light. Look for fringes on both sides of the maximum.



The double slit is adjusted so that the slits are around 3 cm apart – for maximum diffraction. Arrange both transmitter and receiver about half a metre from the slit.



●



Alter the position of the receiver until the received signal is at its strongest.



●



Now slowly rotate the receiver until the signal is weakest. Cover up one of the slits with a book and explain the result. Remove the book so that two slits are again available and attempt to discover if “fringes”



●



Measure as accurately as you can the values for D, d, and S. Calculate the wavelength of the microwaves. Repeat for other distances of transmitter and receiver from the slits.



These investigations can be repeated with sound waves or radio waves given appropriate transmitters, receivers and slits of the correct dimension.
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4.5 Standing waves Understanding



Applications and Skills



➔ The nature of standing waves



➔ Describing the nature and formation of standing



➔ Boundary conditions



waves in terms of superposition ➔ Distinguishing between standing and travelling waves ➔ Observing, sketching, and interpreting standing wave patterns in strings and pipes ➔ Solving problems involving the frequency of a harmonic, length of the standing wave, and the speed of the wave



➔ Nodes and antinodes



Nature of science Fourier synthesis Synthesizers are used to generate a copy of the sounds naturally produced by a wide range of musical instruments. Such devices use the principle of superposition to join together a range of harmonics that are able to emulate the sound of the natural instrument. Fourier synthesis works by combining a sine-wave signal with sine-wave or cosine-wave



harmonics of correctly chosen amplitude. The process is named after the French mathematician and physicist Jean Baptiste Joseph, Baron de Fourier who, in the early part of the nineteenth century, developed the mathematical principles on which synthesis of music is based. In many ways Fourier synthesis is a visualization of music.



Introduction We have seen in Sub-topic 4.2 how travelling waves transfer energy from the source to the surroundings. In a travelling wave the position of the crests and troughs changes with time. Under the right circumstances, waves can be formed in which the positions of the crests and troughs do not change – in such a case the wave is called a standing wave. When two travelling waves of equal amplitude and equal frequency travelling with the same speed in opposite directions are superposed, a standing wave is formed.



Standing waves on strings Figure 1 shows two travelling waves (coloured green and blue) moving towards each other at four consecutive times t1, t2, t3, and t4. The green and blue waves superpose to give the red standing wave. As the green and blue waves move forward there are points where the total displacement (seen on the red wave) always remains zero – these are called nodes. At other places the displacement varies between a
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maximum in one direction and a maximum in the other direction – these are called antinodes. travelling waves standing wave



time t1



time t2



time t3



time t4



λ 2



standing wave



node



node



▲ Figure 1 The formation of a standing wave. At any instant the displacement of the standing wave will vary at all positions other than the nodes. Thus a single frame shot of a standing wave would look like a progressive wave – as can be seen from the red wave in figure 1. When representing the standing wave graphically it is usual to show the extremes of standing waves, but over a complete time period of the oscillation the wave will occupy a variety of positions as shown by the arrow in the loop of figure 2. extreme positions (antinodes)



nodes



range of motion at antinode



▲ Figure 2 Nodes and antinodes on a string.



Melde’s string The apparatus shown in figure 3 is useful in demonstrating standing waves on a string. A variant of this apparatus was first used in the late nineteenth century by the German physicist Franz Melde. A string is strung between a vibration generator and a fixed end. When the vibration generator is
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stroboscope



fixed end of string



node



antinode



vibration generator signal generator



▲ Figure 3 Melde’s string. connected to an audio frequency oscillator, the end of the string attached to the vibration generator oscillates vertically. A wave travels down the string before undergoing a phase change of 180° when it reflects at the fixed end. The reflected wave superposes with the incident wave and (at certain frequencies) a standing wave is formed. The frequency of the audio frequency generator is slowly increased from zero and eventually a frequency is reached at which the string vibrates with large amplitude in the form of a single loop – the first harmonic. If the frequency is further increased, the amplitude of the vibrations dies away until a frequency of twice the first harmonic frequency is achieved – in this case two loops are formed and we have the second harmonic frequency shown in figure 3. This is an example of resonance – the string vibrates with large amplitude only when the applied frequency is an integral multiple of the natural frequency of the string. We return to resonance in more detail in Option B. Using a stroboscope to freeze the string reveals detail about a standing wave. For example, when the flash frequency is slightly out of synch with the vibration frequency, it is possible to see the variation with time of the string’s displacement; this will be zero at a node but a maximum at an antinode.



Note r Although we often treat the point of attachment of the string to the vibration generator as being a node, this is not really correct. The generator vibrates the string to set up the wave and therefore the nearest node to the generator will be a short distance from the vibrator. We call this inaccuracy an “end correction” but often draw a diagram showing the node at the vibrator. r Because some of the travelling wave energy is transmitted or absorbed by whatever is clamping the fixed end, the reflected waves will be slightly “weaker” than the incident waves. This means that cancellation is not complete and there will be some slight displacement at the nodes. r Within each loop all parts of the string vibrate together in phase, but loops next to each other are constistently 180o out of phase. r Although strings are often used to produce sound waves, it is not a sound wave travelling along the string – it is a transverse wave. This wave travels at a speed which is determined by the characteristics of the string.
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4 . 5 S TA N D I N G W A V E S



Harmonics on strings



N=1



We have seen from Melde’s string that a string has a number of frequencies at which it will naturally vibrate. These natural frequencies are known as the harmonics of string. The natural frequency at which a string vibrates depends upon the tension of the string, the mass per unit length and the length of the string. With a stringed musical instrument each end of a string is fixed, meaning there will be a node at either end. The first harmonic is the lowest frequency by which a standing wave will be set up and consists of a single loop. Doubling the frequency of vibration halves the wavelength and means that two loops are formed – this is called the second harmonic; three times the fundamental frequency gives the third harmonic (see figure 4). You will see from figure 1 that the distance between two consecutive nodes is equal to half a wavelength – in other words each loop in a standing λ wave is equivalent to __ . Figure 4 shows the first five harmonics of a wave 2 on a string of a fixed length. With the speed of the wave along the string being constant, halving the wavelength doubles the frequency; reducing the wavelength by a factor of three triples the frequency, etc. (the wave equation c = fλ applies to all travelling waves). The different harmonics can be achieved either by vibrating the string at the appropriate frequency or by plucking, striking or bowing the string at a different position – although plucking at the centre is likely to produce the first, third and fifth harmonics. By pinching the string at different places a node is produced so, for example, pinching at the centre of the string would produce the even harmonics. In a musical instrument several harmonics occur at the same time, giving the instrument its rich sound.



Worked example A string is attached between two rigid supports and is made to vibrate at its first harmonic frequency f. The diagram shows the displacement of the string at t = 0.



(a) Draw the displacement of the string at time 1 (ii) t = _ 1 (i) t = _ 4f 2f (b) The distance between the supports is 1.0 m. A wave in the string travels at a speed of 240 m s–1. Calculate the frequency of the vibration of the string.



Solution (a) (i) We must remember the relationship between period T and frequency f is T = __1f .



N=2



N=3



N=4



N=5



▲ Figure 4 Harmonics on a string.



T 1 = __ so a quarter This means that t = __ 4 4f of a period has elapsed and the string has gone through quarter of a cycle to give:



(ii) In this case the wave has gone through



1 and so will have half a period ( t = __T2 = __ 2f )



moved from a crest to a trough:



(b) The string is vibrating in first harmonic mode and so the distance between the fixed ends is λ half a wavelength ( __ . 2) λ So __ = 1.0 m and λ = 2.0 m. 2



Using c = fλ



c 240 f = __ = ___ 2.0 λ



= 120 Hz



Standing waves in pipes Standing waves in a pipe differ from standing waves on a string. In pipes the wave medium is (usually) air and the waves themselves are longitudinal. Pipes can have two closed ends, two open ends, or one
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OS CILL AT ION S A N D WAV E S open and one closed; the latter two being shown in figure 5. The sound waves are reflected at both ends of the pipe irrespective of whether they are open or closed. The variation of displacement of the air molecules in the pipe determines how we graphically represent standing waves in pipes. There is a displacement antinode at an open end (since the molecules can be displaced by the largest amount here) and there will be a displacement node at the closed end (because the molecules next to a closed end are unable to be displaced). Similar ideas to strings apply to the harmonics in pipes. Strictly speaking, the displacement antinode forms just beyond an open end of the pipe but this end effect can be ignored for most purposes. 1λ 4



1λ 2



1st harmonic



1st harmonic 3λ 4



1λ 2nd harmonic



3rd harmonic 5λ 4



3λ 2



3rd harmonic



5th harmonic 7λ 4



2λ 4th harmonic



7th harmonic 9λ 4



9th harmonic



5λ 2



5th harmonic



▲ Figure 5 Harmonics in a pipe.



Harmonics in pipes The harmonic in a pipe depends on whether or not the ends of a pipe are open or closed. For a pipe of fixed length with one open and one closed end there must always be a node at the closed end and an antinode at the open end. This means that only odd harmonics are available (the number of the harmonic is the number of half loops in this type of pipe). For a pipe with two open ends there must always be an antinode at each end and this means that all harmonics are achieveable (in this case the number of loops gives the number of the harmonic). Let’s compare the frequencies of the harmonics for the “one open end” pipe. Suppose the pipe has a length L. The wavelength (λ) of the first c harmonic would be 4L and, from c = fλ, the frequency would be __ . 4L c is the speed of sound in the pipe. 3c For the third harmonic L = __34 λ, so λ = __43 L and the frequency = __ (or 4L three times that of the first harmonic).



A harmonic is named by the ratio of its frequency to that of the first harmonic.
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4 . 5 S TA N D I N G W A V E S



Worked examples 1



The first harmonic frequency for a particular organ pipe is 330 Hz. The pipe is closed at one end but open at the other. What is the frequency of its second harmonic?



Solution A named harmonic is the ratio of its frequency to that of the first harmonic – so in this case the second harmonic will be 660 Hz since the second harmonic has twice the frequency of the first harmonic. 2



The first harmonic frequency of the note emitted by an organ pipe which is closed



at one end is f. What is the first harmonic frequency of the note emitted by an organ pipe of the same length that is open at both ends?



Solution The length of a pipe closed at one end in first λ harmonic mode is __ (= L ) so λ = 4L 4 This length will be half the wavelength of a pipe λ open at both ends so L = __ so λ = 2L 2 Since the wavelength has halved the frequency must double so the new frequency will be 2f.



Boundary conditions In considering both pipes and strings we have assumed reflections at the ends or boundaries. In meeting the boundary of a string the wave reflects (or at least partially reflects) – this is known as a fixed boundary; there will be the usual phase change of 180° at a fixed boundary meaning that the reflected wave cancels the incident wave and so forms a node. The closed ends of pipes and edges of a drumhead also have fixed boundaries. In the case of an open-ended pipe there is still a reflection of the wave at the boundary but no phase change, so the reflected wave does not cancel the incident wave and there is an antinode formed – the same idea applies to strips of metal vibrated at the centre, xylophones, and vibrating tuning forks. This type of boundary is called a free boundary.



Comparison of travelling waves and stationary waves The following table summarizes the similarities and differences between travelling waves and standing waves:



Property energy transfer amplitude phase



wave profile (shape) wavelength



frequency



Travelling wave energy is transferred in the direction of propagation all particles have the same amplitude within a wavelength the phase is different for each particle propagates in the direction of the wave at the speed of the wave the distance between adjacent particles which are in phase all particles vibrate with same frequency.



Standing wave no energy is transferred by the wave although there is interchange of kinetic and potential energy within the standing wave amplitude varies within a loop – maximum occurs at an antinode and zero at a node all particles within a “loop” are in phase and are antiphase (180° out of phase) with the particles in adjacent “loops” stays in the same position



twice the distance between adjacent nodes (or adjacent antinodes) all particles vibrate with same frequency except at nodes (which are stationary)



TOK Pitch and frequency Musical pitch is closely linked to frequency but also has a psychological component in relation to music. We think of pitch as being someone’s perception of frequency. Musical notes of certain pitches, when heard together, will produce a pleasant sensation and are said to be consonant or harmonic. These sound waves form the basis of a musical interval. For example, any two musical notes of frequency ratio 2:1 are said to be separated by an octave and result in a particularly pleasing sensation when heard. Similarly, two notes of frequency ratio of 5:4 are said to be separated by an interval of a third (or strictly a pure third); again this interval sounds pleasing. Has music always been thought of in this way? Is the concept of consonance accepted by all societies?
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Questions 1



3



(IB)



(IB) a) In terms of the acceleration, state two conditions necessary for a system to perform simple harmonic motion.



a) A pendulum consists of a bob suspended by a light inextensible string from a rigid support. The pendulum bob is moved to one side and then released. The sketch graph shows how the displacement of the pendulum bob undergoing simple harmonic motion varies with time over one time period.



b) A tuning fork is sounded and it is assumed that each tip vibrates with simple harmonic motion.



d



displacement



0



time



0



On a copy of the sketch graph:



The extreme positions of the oscillating tip of one fork are separated by a distance d.



(i) Label, with the letter A, a point at which the acceleration of the pendulum bob is a maximum. (ii) Label, with the letter V, a point at which the speed of the pendulum bob is a maximum.



(ii) Sketch a graph to show how the displacement of one tip of the tuning fork varies with time.



b) Explain why the magnitude of the tension in the string at the midpoint of the oscillation is greater than the weight of the pendulum bob.



(iii) On your graph, label the time period T and the amplitude A.



4



(IB) The graph below shows how the displacement x of a particle undergoing simple harmonic motion varies with time t. The motion is undamped. x



0



a) Graph 1 below shows the variation with time t of the displacement d of a travelling (progressive) wave. Graph 2 shows the variation with distance x along the same wave of its displacement d. Graph 1 4 2 0 0.0 −2 −4



t



a) Sketch a graph showing how the velocity v of the particle varies with time. b) Explain why the graph takes this form. (4 marks)
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(IB)



d/mm



0



(8 marks)



Graph 2 4 2 0 0.0 −2 −4 d/mm



2



(i) State, in terms of d, the amplitude of vibration.



a)



0.1



0.2



0.3



0.4



0.5



0.6 t/s



0.4



0.8



1.2



1.6



2.0



2.4 x/cm



State what is meant by a travelling wave.



QUESTIONS



b) Use the graphs to determine the amplitude, wavelength, frequency and speed of the wave.



wave A 3.0 2.0



(5 marks) xA /mm



5



1.0



(IB) a) With reference to the direction of energy transfer through a medium, distinguish between a transverse wave and a longitudinal wave.



4.0



6.0



8.0



t/ms 10.0



The graph below shows the variation with time t of the displacement xB of wave B as it passes through point P. The waves have equal frequencies. wave B 2.0 1.0 xB/mm



8 6



0.0



−1.0



4



0.0



2.0



4.0



6.0



8.0



t/ms 10.0



−2.0



2 d/mm



2.0



−3.0



10



−2



0.0



−2.0



b) A wave is travelling along the surface of some shallow water in the x-direction. The graph shows the variation with time t of the displacement d of a particle of water.



0



0.0



−1.0



0.0



0.05



0.1



0.15



0.2



0.25



(i) Calculate the frequency of the waves.



0.3 t/s



(ii) The waves pass simultaneously through point P. Use the graphs to determine the resultant displacement at point P of the two waves at time t = 1.0 ms and at time t = 8.0 ms.



−4 −6 −8 −10



Use the graph to determine the frequency and the amplitude of the wave. c) The speed of the wave in b) is 15 cm s–1. Deduce that the wavelength of this wave is 2.0 cm. d) The graph in b) shows the displacement of a particle at the position x = 0.



Draw a graph to show the variation with distance x along the water surface of the displacement d of the water surface at time t = 0.070 s. (11 marks)



(6 marks)



7



(IB) a) With reference to the direction of energy transfer through a medium, distinguish between a transverse wave and a longitudinal wave. b) The graph shows the variation with time t of the displacement d of a particular water particle as a surface water wave travels through it. 10 8 6



(IB) a) By referring to the energy of a travelling wave, explain what is meant by: (i) a ray (ii) wave speed. b) The following graph shows the variation with time t of the displacement xA of wave A as it passes through a point P.



4 2 d/mm



6



0 −2



0



0.05



0.1



0.15



0.2



0.25



0.3 t/s



−4 −6 −8 −10
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OS CILL AT ION S A N D WAV E S Use the graph to determine for the wave:



The polarizer is then rotated by 180° in the direction shown. Sketch a graph to show the variation with the rotation angle θ, of the transmitted light intensity I, as θ varies from 0° to 180°. Label your sketch-graph with the letter U.



(i) the frequency (ii) the amplitude. c) The speed of the water wave is 12 cm s−1. Calculate the wavelength of the wave. d) The graph in b) shows the displacement of a particle at the position x = 0.



b) The beam in a) is now replaced with a polarized beam of light of the same intensity.



Sketch a graph to show the variation with distance x along the water surface of the displacement d of the water surface at time t = 0.20 s.



The plane of polarization of the light is initially parallel to the polarization axis of the polarizer.



e) The wave meets a shelf that reduces the depth of the water.



polarizer



wave fronts shelf



direction of rotation



direction of travel of wave 30°



shallow water



deep water



polarization axis



polarized light



The angle between the wavefronts in the shallow water and the shelf is 30°. The speed of the wave in the shallow water is 12 cm s–1 and in the deeper water is 18 cm s–1. For the wave in the deeper water, determine the angle between the normal to the wavefronts and the shelf. (12 marks) 8



(IB) a) A beam of unpolarized light of intensity I0 is incident on a polarizer. The polarization axis of the polarizer is initially vertical as shown.



The polarizer is then rotated by 180° in the direction shown. On the same axes in a), sketch a graph to show the variation with the rotation angle θ, of the transmitted light intensity I, as θ varies from 0° to 180°.



(5 marks)



9



(IB) An orchestra playing on boat X can be heard by tourists on boat Y, which is situated out of sight of boat X around a headland. ocean X



polarizer headland Y direction of rotation



The sound from X can be heard on Y due to A. refraction
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unpolarized light



polarization axis



B. reflection C. diffraction D. transmission.



QUESTIONS



10 (IB)



(i)



A small sphere, mounted at the end of a vertical rod, dips below the surface of shallow water in a tray. The sphere is driven vertically up and down by a motor attached to the rod.



(ii) The angle between the wavefronts and the interface in region A is 60°. The refractive index AnB is 1.4. Determine the angle between the wavefronts and the interface in region B.



The oscillations of the sphere produce travelling waves on the surface of the water. rod



(iii) On the diagram above, construct three lines to show the position of three wavefronts in region B.



water surface



sphere



a) The diagram shows how the displacement of the water surface at a particular instant in time varies with distance from the sphere. The period of oscillation of the sphere is 0.027 s.



With reference to a wave, distinguish between a ray and a wavefront.



c) Another sphere is dipped into the water. The spheres oscillate in phase. The diagram shows some lines in region A along which the disturbance of the water surface is a minimum. lines of minimum disturbance



1.5



displacement/mm



1.0 wavefront



0.5 0 −0.5



distance/mm 0



5



10



15



−1.0



(i) Outline how the regions of minimum disturbance occur on the surface.



−1.5



Use the diagram to calculate, for the wave: (i)



(ii) The frequency of oscillation of the spheres is increased. State and explain how this will affect the positions of minimum disturbance.



the amplitude



(ii) the wavelength (iii) the frequency



(15 marks)



(iv) the speed. b) The wave moves from region A into a region B of shallower water. The waves move more slowly in region B. The diagram (not to scale) shows some of the wavefronts in region A.



11 (IB) a) Describe two ways in which standing waves differ from travelling waves. b) An experiment is carried out to measure the speed of sound in air, using the apparatus shown below.



60°



direction of motion region A



region B
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OS CILL AT ION S A N D WAV E S (i) On a copy of the diagram, label with the letter P the position along the pipe where the amplitude of oscillation of the air molecules is the largest.



tuning fork, frequency 440 Hz tube



(ii) The speed of sound in the air in the pipe is 330 m s–1. Calculate the length l.



tank of water



A tube that is open at both ends is placed vertically in a tank of water until the top of the tube is just at the surface of the water. A tuning fork of frequency 440 Hz is sounded above the tube. The tube is slowly raised out of the water until the loudness of the sound reaches a maximum for the first time, due to the formation of a standing wave. (i) Explain the formation of a standing wave in the tube. (ii) State the position where a node will always be produced. (iii) The tube is raised a little further. Explain why the loudness of the sound is no longer at a maximum.



c) Use your answer to b)(ii) to suggest why it is better to use organ pipes that are closed at one end for producing low frequency notes rather than pipes that are open at both ends. (8 marks) 13 (IB) A microwave transmitter emits radiation of a single wavelength towards a metal plate along a line normal to the plate. The radiation is reflected back towards the transmitter. metal plate microwave transmitter microwave detector



c) The tube is raised until the loudness of the sound reaches a maximum for a second time. Between the two positions of maximum loudness the tube has been raised by 36.8 cm. The frequency of the sound is 440 Hz. Estimate the speed of sound in air. (10 marks)



A microwave detector is moved along a line normal to the microwave transmitter and the metal plate. The detector records a sequence of equally spaced maxima and minima of intensity. a) Explain how these maxima and minima are formed.



12 (IB) a) State two properties of a standing (stationary) wave. b) The diagram shows an organ pipe that is open at one end.



b) The microwave detector is moved through 130 mm from one point of minimum intensity to another point of minimum intensity. On the way it passes through nine points of maximum intensity. Calculate the (i) wavelength of the microwaves. (ii) frequency of the microwaves.



l



The length of the pipe is l. The frequency of the fundamental (first harmonic) note emitted by the pipe is 16 Hz.
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c) Describe and explain how it could be demonstrated that the microwaves are polarized. (11 marks)
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